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The Business Consolidated Process (EPP) is an extensive variant of the Consolidated Process and was developed by Scott W. Ambler and Larry Constantine in 2000, finally recast in 2005 by Ambler, John Nalbone and Michael Vizdos. [1] The EUP was initially introduced to overcome certain
shortcomings of the RUP, i.e. the lack of production and the possible withdrawal of a software system. Two phases and several new specialties were added. The EUP sees software development not as a standalone activity, but built into the lifecycle of the system (to be built or improved or replaced), the it
lifecycle of the enterprise and the life cycle of the organization/professional lifecycle of the enterprise itself. [2] Deals with software development, as seen from the customer's point of view. In 2013, EOP work began to evolve to build on disciplined agile delivery rather than a unified process. Phases The
integrated process defines four project phases Start Processing Construction Transition to these EUP adds two additional phases Production Retirement Disciplines The rational unified process defines nine branches of the project Business Modeling Requirements Analysis and Design Application
Development Test Configuration and Change Management Project Environmental Management In these EPP adds an add-on Project Discipline Functions and Support and Seven Business Branches Enterprise Business Modeling Portfolio Management Enterprise Architecture Strategy Reuse People
Management Software Process Improving Best Practices of EOP The EOP provides the following best practices:- Development Repetitive Requirements Management Proven Architecture Modeling Continuously Verifying Quality. Management change Collaborative development Look beyond
development. Delivery of work software on a regular basis Risk Management See also disciplined nimble delivery rational unified process software development process Extreme programming reports ^ See Ramsin(2008) and Ambler et al. (2005) for details on the history of EPP ^ Ambler et al (2005) p.7
Bibliography Ambler, Scott W.? Konstantinos, Larry L. (2000), The Unified Process Initiation Phase: Best Practices in the Implementation of UP, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-929629-10-7 Ambler, Scott W.; Konstantinos, Larry L. (2000), The Integrated Process Processing Phase: Best Practices in the
Implementation of UP, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-929629-05-3 Ambler, Scott W.; Konstantinos, Larry L. (2000), The Integrated Process Construction Phase: Best Practices for Completing the Integrated Process, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-929629-01-5 Ambler, Scott W.; Konstantinos, Larry L. (2002), The
Integrated Process Transition and Production Phase, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-57820-092-4 Ambler, Scott W Gallbon, Vizdos, Michael J (2005), The Business Consolidated Process : Extension of the Rational Consolidated Process, Prentice Hall PTR, ISBN 978-0-13-191451-3, OCLC 57380579 Ramsin,
Raman (2008). Process focusing on the review of object-oriented software development methodologies. ACM IT surveys. Union Union ACM machines. 40 (1): 1–89. doi:10.1145/1322432.1322435. Scott W. Ambler's external links to the website for the corporate consolidated process were recovered from
the meaning Corporate Consolidated Process. EOP is a software development methodology that helps companies create software in a structured and organized way. It is an extension of the Rational Consolidated Process (RUP), adding two new phases of development -- Production and Retirement.
Since the RUP comprises four phases, the EUP consists of six phases: Inception - The idea for the project is mentioned. The deployment team determines whether the project is worth continuing and what resources will be needed. Edit - The project architecture and the resources required are further
evaluated. Developers are looking at possible software applications and development-related costs. Construction - The project is developed and completed. The software has been designed, written and tested. Transition - The software is released to the public. Final customizations or updates are made
based on end-user feedback. Production - The software is kept useful and productive after its release to the public. Developers ensure that the product continues to run on all supported systems, and support staff provides assistance to users. Retirement - The product is removed from production, often
called decommissioning. It can either be replaced or simply no longer supported. The release of a new version of the software often coincides with the retirement phase of an earlier version. For more information about EOP, visit the home page of the integrated Enterprise Process. Please refer to this
definition: This page contains a technical definition of the Eupe. Explains in computer terminology what EOP means and is one of the many technical terms in the TechTerms dictionary. All definitions on the techterms website are written to be technically accurate, but also easy to understand. If you find
this EOP definition useful, you can report it using the reference links above. If you think a term should be updated or added to the TechTerms dictionary, please email TechTerms! Take Enterprise Unified Process, H: Expanding the Rational Unified Process Now with O'Reilly Online Learning. O'Reilly
members experience live online training, as well as books, videos, and digital content from 200+ publishers. The Integrated Enterprise Process (EUP) expands RUP with two new phases: Production and Retirement.The EUP adds operations and support discipline to RUP. THE EU adds seven business
management branches business modeling, portfolio management, business architecture, strategic reuse, people management, business management, and software process improvement—addressing system-to-system issues. Become successful with RUP first, and then gradually adopt parts of the EUP
in order of priority based on your specific needs. As a learned in the first two chapters, the scope of the Rational Consolidated Process (RUP) is a single production version of a system-will ... Take Enterprise Unified Process, H: Expanding the Rational Unified Process Now with O'Reilly Online Learning.
O'Reilly members experience live online training, as well as books, videos, and digital content from 200+ publishers. Business Consolidated Process (EPP): Strategies for enterprise Agile SlideShare use cookies pour améliorer les fonctionnalités et les performances, et également pour von montrer des
publicités concises. Si vous continuz à naviguer sur ce site, vous acceptez l'utilisation de cookies. Consultez nos Conditions d'utilation et notre Politique de confidentialité. SlideShare use les cookies pour améliorer les fonctionnalités et les performances, et également pour vous montrer des publicités
conciseles. Si vous continuz à naviguer sur ce site, vous acceptez l'utilisation de cookies. Consultez notre Politique de confidentialité et nos Conditions d'utilizeation pour en savoir plus. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Go to Navigation Go to Search The Business Consolidated Process (EPP) is an
extensive variation of the Unified Process and was developed by Scott W. Ambler and Larry Constantine in 2000, finally recast in 2005 by Ambler, John Gallbone and Michael Vizdos. [1] The EUP was initially introduced to overcome certain shortcomings of the RUP, i.e. the lack of production and the
possible withdrawal of a software system. Two phases and several new specialties were added. The EUP sees software development not as a standalone activity, but built into the lifecycle of the system (to be built or improved or replaced), the it lifecycle of the enterprise and the life cycle of the
organization/professional lifecycle of the enterprise itself. [2] Deals with software development, as seen from the customer's point of view. In 2013, EOP work began to evolve to build on disciplined agile delivery rather than a unified process. Phases[editing] The integrated process defines four project
phases Start Processing Construction Transition In these EIA adds two additional phases Disciplines[editing] The rational unified process defines nine project branches In these EUP adds an additional project discipline and seven business branches Best practices of the EUP[editing] EPP provides the
following best practices:- Development Repetitive Requirement Management Proven Architecture Modeling Continuously Verifying Quality. Management change Collaborative development Look beyond development. Delivery of work software on a regular basis Risk Management See also[editing]
Reports[editing] ^ See Ramsin(2008) and Ambler et al. (2005) for on the history of the EUP ^ Ambler et al (2005) p.7 Bibliography[editing] Ambler, Scott W.; Konstantinos, Larry L. (2000), The Unified Process Initiation Phase: Best Practices in the Implementation of UP, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-929629-
10-7 Ambler, Scott W.; Konstantinos, Larry L. (2000), The integrated process processing phase: best practices the UP, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-929629-05-3 Ambler, Scott W.; Konstantinos, Larry L. (2000), The Integrated Process Construction Phase: Best Practices for Completing the Integrated
Process, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-929629-01-5 Ambler, Scott W.; Constantine, Larry L. (2002), The Unified Process Transition and Production Phase, Focal Press, ISBN 978-1-57820-092-4 Ambler, Scott W Gallbon, John. Vizdos, Michael J (2005), The Business Consolidated Process : Extension of the
Rational Consolidated Process, Prentice Hall PTR, ISBN 978-0-13-191451-3, OCLC 57380579 Ramsin, Raman (2008). Process focusing on the review of object-oriented software development methodologies. ACM IT surveys. Association of ACM Computing Machines. 40 (1): 1–89.
doi:10.1145/1322432.1322435. External links[editing] Scott W. Ambler's web site on the integrated process for the enterprise
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